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CONVENIENCE.
The future has never been this easy to use. 
Gone are the complicated gadgets that came 
with long, confusing manuals. Home Point’s 
suite of carefully selected products from trusted 
brand names are designed to fit seamlessly into 
your life. Intuitive app-driven controls from your 
smart devices allow you to create the experience 
you want and the future you deserve ... today.  

ENERGY-SAVING.
The future begins with the Nest Learning 
Thermostat, a smart device that provides 
both energy efficiency and accurate climate 
control. Whether you’re out to lunch with friends, 
spending a busy day at work or enjoying a family 
vacation, you can tailor the thermostat’s settings 
to save energy while you are away. 

™

FINDING THE RIGHT HOME USED TO BE ALL ABOUT “LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION.” 
TODAY, IT’S ALSO ABOUT CONVENIENCE, ENERGY SAVING AND SAFETY. HOME POINT OFFERS 
ALL THREE IN TWO VERSATILE PACKAGES. 



SAFETY.
Late nights, long hours, lonely evenings: No matter the 
reason, you should always feel safe. With Home Point, 
you will. A high-definition video camera, smoke and 
carbon monoxide detection, and lighting that can be 
scheduled to turn on at sunset and off at sunrise.

NEST CAM 
INDOOR

NEST
PROTECT

IN-WALL 
DIMMER



Curious about what your 
new puppy is up to or who 
is eating in the living room 
and dropping crumbs on 
the floor? The Nest Cam 
eliminates the mystery by 
enabling you to check 
on your home 24/7, 
wherever you may be. It’s 
like being at home without 
being at home.

Is it smoke from a fire or dangerous CO from  
your gas furnace? The Nest Protect smoke + 
carbon monoxide alarm knows the difference. If 
a burnt lunch activates the alarm, you can easily 
silence it from your smartphone. But in the event 

of an actual emergency, 
Nest Protect detects smoke 
and carbon monoxide and 
lets you know with a clear, 
human-like voice and 
alerts your smartphone, 
using the Nest app.

For years, energy-conscious consumers had little choice: 
They could set their thermostat to one temperature during 
the day and another when they came home from work. 
This sometimes meant returning to a house that was either 
too warm or too cold. The Nest Learning Thermostat not 
only allows you to regulate the temperature of your home 
from anywhere with the swipe of your finger – it also learns 
your preferred temperatures and intuitively adjusts to them 
throughout the day.
 

NEST CAM INDOOR
 
NEST PROTECT 

NEST LEARNING THERMOSTAT



Lutron’s in-wall dimmers 
bring a new dynamic to 
any room, allowing you 
to adjust the lighting from 
dark to dazzling and 
everything in between. 
The mood is yours to 
control with ease and 
accuracy.   

IN-WALL
DIMMER

The Smart Bridge along with the app for Caséta Wireless 
are the perfect foundation for creating a connected home. 
Monitor and control lights and temperature from anywhere 
or have them adjust automatically with the timeclock feature. 
Create personalized scenes to control multiple lights together 
at the touch of a button, the perfect light for watching a movie, 
entertaining friends or going to sleep.   

SMART BRIDGE

PICO WIRELESS REMOTE 
WITH VISOR CLIP

Clip the Pico remote to your 
car’s visor to turn on multiple 
lights on those after dark 
arrivals. Lutron’s Pico Wireless 
Remote can be paired with 
one wireless dimmer or 
programmed to a group of 
wireless dimmers to create 
a “scene” to light a pathway 
from outside your home all 
the way to the kitchen.

1 

2 

3 

Your new house has smart lighting controls by Lutron. The Caséta Wireless 
system is your gateway to a connected home.

Discover the power of smart lighting
Control in your home. The Caséta Wireless light 
dimmer and Pico® remote control let you conveniently 
set the right light for any activity — such as bright for 
reading or dim for entertaining. You can set the light 
level from anywhere in a room using the Pico.

Control from anywhere. You can control your lights 
from wherever you are — home or away — with your 
iPhone®, iPad®, Apple Watch®, or Android™ device, 
via the Smart Bridge and the Lutron App.

Enjoy a smarter timer. You can use the app to 
schedule lights to turn on or off at a set time every 
day. When the seasons change, you don’t have 
to worry about changing the schedules. They’ll 
automatically adjust throughout the year.

  Getting started
1.  Make sure you have an  

Internet connection

2.  Plug in the Smart Bridge

3.  Download the free Lutron 
App. Search for “Lutron 
Caséta” on:

For additional setup support, please visit 
casetawireless.com. Need help? Just give us 
a call, anytime. Our technical support staff is 
available 24/7 at 1.800.523.9466.

Welcome to your Caséta® Wireless smart home!

4.  Follow the simple in-app 
instructions for “Set up 
my system.”
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No one likes stumbling around in the dark. The 
SnapPower Guidelight, allows you to gracefully 
navigate your home without fumbling for every 
light switch. After all, looking for a late night snack 
shouldn’t cost you a stubbed toe or two. 

USB chargers are like socks — 
invariably, you’re going to end up 
losing a few. With the SnapPower USB 
charger outlet, this will be a problem 
you can place in your rearview mirror.  
A bonus: Its elegant, space-saving 
design means you can charge more 
devices at one time. 

SNAPPOWER 
GUIDELIGHT

SNAPPOWER  
USB CHARGER



• Lutron Caseta 
- Smart Bridge 
- 2 Pico Wireless Remotes
- 2 Visor Clips 
- 5 In-Wall Dimmer Switches 

        

Home Point Plus includes everything offered 
in the Home Point Standard package, as well as:
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HOME POINT STANDARD

HOME POINT PLUS

CHAMPION HOME BUILDERS OFFERS TWO HOME POINT 
PACKAGES TO PROVIDE PRECISELY THE FEATURES YOU WANT. 

• Nest Learning Thermostat
• 2 SnapPower LED Guidelights 

• 1 Nest Protect - Smoke and Carbon Monoxide Alarm
• 1 Nest Cam Indoor
• 1 SnapPower USB Charger Outlet Cover

™
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Caséta® Wireless adds a new level of convenience to your every day. 

Create the right light for any 
activity by controlling multiple 
lights at the same time. Dim 
some and brighten others. Save 
your favorite scenes and activate 
them with a single touch. 

Away on vacation? Schedule 
lights to turn on or off at  
specific times, so your home 
looks occupied. 

Leaving work earlier than usual  
and want a warm—or cool—
welcome home? Control 
temperature from anywhere using 
the Lutron App and a wide range 
of compatible thermostats.*

Simplify your life

Set the scene Adjust the temperature Create a lived-in look

* Compatible thermostats may not be standard in your new home. If you’re interested in learning more about them, 
please visit casetawireless.com, as well as contact your builder. 

Interested in expanding your Caséta Wireless system? Please contact xxxx for more information.

LEARN MORE ABOUT 
THESE PRODUCTS

Easily adjust your home’s lighting 
to perfectly match the occasion. 
Make parties bright, movie nights 
theater-like and every other night 
“just right.” Do it all with the 
convenience of remote controls 
and settings that can be saved 
to achieve the mood you want, 
whenever you want it.

A dark house projects the wrong 
kind of curb appeal ... the kind 
that announces, “No one’s 
home.” But you can now use your 
smartphone to control your home’s 
lighting from anywhere. Switch 
things up by the hour or day to 
stage an occupied feel even when 
you’re hundreds of miles away.

Away for the day and forgot to 
turn the heat down or the air 
conditioning up? No worries – 
use the Nest app on your wireless 
device to adjust the thermostat 
and save some money.

SET THE SCENE ADJUST THE TEMPERATURE CREATE A LIVED-IN LOOK
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www.nest.com www.lutron.com www.snappower.com
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